Characterization of a Xanthorhodopsin-homologue from the North Pole
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**ABSTRACT:** Rhodopsins belong to a family of membrane-embedded photoactive retinylidene proteins. One opsin gene was isolated from β-proteobacterium (IMCC9480) which had been collected at the North Pole. It is very similar to Xanthorhodopin (XR) of HTCC2181. In this study, we carried out basic characterization of the rhodopsin. It has λmax of 536, 554, and 546 nm at pH 4.0, 7.0, and 10.0, respectively. Since the pKa of its proton acceptor is around 6.27, we measured its proton pumping activity and photocycling rate at pH 8.0. It has a typical proton acceptor (D99) and donor (E110) which mediate proton translocation from intracellular to extracellular region when deduced from the sequence alignments. On the basis of in vitro proton pumping activity, it was proposed to have fast photocycling rate with M and O intermediates, indicating that it is a typical ion-pumping rhodopsin. Since the XR has not yet been expressed in any other heterologous expression system, we tried to get much more information about the XR through the XR-homologue rhodopsin.

Rhodopsins belong to a family of membrane-embedded photoactive retinylidene proteins. They share a common structure of seven transmembrane helices forming an interior pocket for chromophore retinal. Rhodopsins are classified into two groups based upon their primary sequences. Type I or microbial rhodopsin is an archaearal-type rhodopsin first discovered in Halobacterium salinarum, halophilic archaee that contains bacteriorhodopsin(BR), halorhodopsin(HR), and two receptors mediating phototaxis, called sensory rhodopsins I and II(SRI and SRII).

Archaeal-type (Type I) rhodopsins have been extensively studied as a model system that both explain how light energy converts to chemical potential, and how environmental signals relay and change the bacterial phototactic behavior. They play two roles: light-driven ion transporters or photosensory photoreceptors.

Xanthorhodopsin is one of proton pumping rhodopsins, which is a retinal protein/carotenoid complex in the eubacterium Salinibacter ruber. These cells contain an unusual retinal protein, which uses salinixanthin to assist harvesting light energy in a wider spectral range and utilizes it for transmembrane proton transport.

Rhodopin homologue genes were amplified from genomic DNA samples of IMCC9480 (β-proteobacterium) which had been isolated from a surface seawater sample collected off the coast near the Dasan Korean Arctic Station in Ny-Ålesund, Svalbard, Norway (79°00′07″N, 11°18′33″E) by PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) using conserved primers and degenerate primers. After multiple sequence alignment analysis, we revealed that IMCC9480 had new rhodopin homologue that has high homology with XR(Fig. 1A). The sequence encoded protein, referred to as the IMCC9480 opsin, and contained all the significant amino acid residues essential for retinal binding. Interestingly, GPR type PRs were found at the Arctic Ocean, while BPR types were identified from the Antarctic Ocean. In this study, new XR type gene was isolated from samples collected from the Arctic ocean. Purified IMCC9480 rhodopsin was found to display absorption maximum of 554, 536 and 542 nm at pH 4, 7 and 10, respectively (Fig. 1B).
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Figure 1. Alignment of IMCC9480 rhodopsin and its pH-dependent absorption spectrum. (A) Alignment of IMCC9480 WT rhodopsin with several pumping rhodopsins. It shows high similarity to GR and XR. (B) Absorption maxima of 554, 536 and 542 nm at pH 4, 7 and 10, respectively. (C) pKa value of IMCC9480 rhodopsin. It has a pKa value of 6.27.

In general, the spectra of rhodopsins exhibit two forms at a proton-dependent equilibrium: alkaline species in which the primary retinylidene Schiff base counterion (Asp97 in PRs) is unprotonated, and a red-shifted acidic species in which the residue is protonated. When we obtained the absorption spectra of IMCC9480 at several pH, we could identify one isosbestic point. Based on the results, we could calculate a pKa value of IMCC9480 to be 6.27 (Fig. 1C). The pH value of sea water usually lies between 7.4 ~ 8.1, and in those conditions, the Schiff base of this protein remains in deprotonated state for the most of time in natural conditions.

Following the analysis of its basic optical characteristics, we turned to measure light-induced difference spectrum of IMCC9480, leading to the identification of light-induced functional intermediates. There were two forms of intermediates at around 400 nm and 600 nm. The one at 400 nm was found to be M intermediate and the other at 600 nm O intermediate (Fig. 2A). One negative value at 550 nm represents ground state of IMCC9480 rhodopsin. Furthermore, we performed laser-induced difference spectroscopy to measure decay rate of each intermediates. Absorbance changes were measured by using RSM 1000 (Olis, USA) with laser flash emitted from a Nd-YAG pulse laser. M intermediate showed fast decay rate of 1.5 msec (Fig. 2B). Such a rate is similar to those of other ion transporting rhodopsins. Ion transporting rhodopsin usually displayed fast M intermediate decay below 5 msec. O intermediate also showed pretty fast decay rate, corresponding to 7.1 msec (Fig. 2B). The value is also similar to those of other ion transporting rhodopsins. In general, ion-transporting rhodopsins, including IMCC9480, showed rapid photocycling rate. In order to understand the proton pumping efficiency of IMCC9480, we tried to measure the ion transporting activity by using pH electrode. It was evident from the previous alignment analysis that IMCC9480 was very close to GR (Gloeobacter rhodopsin) and XR, which are known as outward proton pumping rhodopsins. We measured pH changes resulted from IMCC9480 rhodopsin in order to examine its proton transportation ability. Using the sphaeroplast preparations of E. coli, we monitored pH changes of the preparations influenced by the shift of light illumination at a 60 sec interval. We measured the pumping activity with pH conditions over pH 8.0, which lies in the pH range of sea water. As we expected, IMCC9480 showed active proton transport. With elapse of time, pH decreased when the light was given, while it was restored to the original value when the light is off (Fig. 2C), indicating that the protein is able to transport protons from the inside of the cell to the outside during light illumination.
Experimental Procedures

Collection of samples and extraction of DNA from the marine bacteria
Dr. Jang-Cheon Cho (Inha University, Korea) kindly provided us metagenome samples from Dasan Korean Arctic Station in Ny-Ålesund, Svalbard, Norway (79°00'07"N, 11°18'33"E). Samples were collected from sea surface from the region. Total genomic DNA was extracted using a sterivex method and PBC method.

PCR amplification from the DNA samples from Arctic Sea Metagenome samples were obtained from Arctic Ocean. It was used as a template for PCR to discover new types of rhodopsins. Primers were designed using conserved N-terminal and C-terminal regions of MBP (eBAC31A08), as well as conserved regions in Helix C and F. Non-degenerate primer, generate primer (non-degenerate primer; 5'-ATGAAANNATTANTGATNTT-3', generate primer; 5'-ATGAAATTATTACTGATATTAGG-3', reverse primer; 5'-AGCATTAGAAGATCTTACACGC-3') and conserved primer (conserved primer; 5'-TTNMGNTAYATHGAYTGG-3', reverse conserved primer; 5'-CAGGTAAATCGCCCAACC-3') were used. PCR was performed with 35 cycles at 95 °C for 2 min, 47~51 °C for 2 min 30 sec, 72 °C for 2 min 30 sec. PR genes were amplified with Taq polymerase (Vivagen, Korea) and cloned into T-blt vector (Solgent, Korea).

Expression and purification of xanthorhodopsin-like new rhodopsin from IMCC9480
The pKA001 plasmid contains a rhodopsin gene and a mouse dioxygenase gene which can convert β-carotene to two all-trans retinal. IMCC9480 opsin was cloned into the pKA001 and expressed in Escherichia coli strain UT5600 using retinal and pKA001. IMCC9480 opsin gene was under the lacUV5 promoter and mouse dioxygenase genes were under the P_BAD promoter to produce dioxygenase in E. coli. For photochemical measurements, UT5600 cells transformed with pKA001 were induced with 1 mM IPTG and 5~10 μM all-trans retinal (Sigma, USA) for 4~8 hrs.
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